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Methodology 

NGS libraries and sequencing 

Cycling conditions were: 94°C for 4 min, 39 cycles of 95°C/15 s, 61°C/30 s and 68°C 

for 7:50 min, with a final extension of 68°C/10 min and holding at 4°C. After agarose 

gel electrophoresis in order to confirm PCR amplification, libraries were prepared using 

a Nextera XT kit (Illumina, CA, USA) that utilizes transposome “tagmentation” 

(enzymatic fragmentation of the full MEN1 gene amplicon followed by the adapter 

addition to each fragment). Before starting the library preparation, every PCR reaction 

was downstream quantified using the high-sensitivity dsDNA kit Qubit (Thermo Fisher, 

MA, USA) to establish a concentration of 0.2 ng/uL, following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Sequencing was carried out on a MiSeq next-generation sequencer 

(Illumina, CA, USA) with v2 sequencing chemistry. We used MiSeq Reporter Software 

(MSR) (Illumina, CA, USA) to perform data processing and a pipeline to generate 

FASTq files (demultiplexing process), alignments (write BAM files) and variant calling 

(VCF files). In addition, an in-house pipeline was developed and utilized for comparing 

both results. The MSR provides running quality metrics such as clustering, clusters 

passing filter, running yield, and phred score. The Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV – 

Broad Institute, USA) was applied to visually inspect reads obtained by NGS.  

Applying the same protocol, the primer sequences built covered the full open reading 

frame of the CDKIs and AIP genes (Supplementary table 1). 

Clinical databases and predictive algorithms used for in silico analysis 

Five impact prediction tools (Sift (http://sift.jcvi.org/), Polyphen 

(http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/), Mutation Assessor 

(http://mutationassessor.org/r3/), Provean (http://provean.jcvi.org/index.php) and 

Mutation Taster (http://www.mutationtaster.org/) were applied to missense variants. 

http://sift.jcvi.org/
http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/
http://mutationassessor.org/r3/
http://provean.jcvi.org/index.php


The effect of splicing site variants was evaluated by Human Splicing Finder 3.0 (HSF) 

(http://www.umd.be/HSF3/). To discard possible non-causative alterations referred to as 

pathogenic by these tools, all variants were checked in normal cohorts using 1000 

Genomes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/variation/tools/1000genomes/). In addition, 

three available clinical databases were consulted: Exome Clinical Database (ExAC-

Exome Aggregation Consortium-Broad Institute) (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/), 

Exome Variant Sever (EVS) (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/) and ClinVar 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/). 

Cost analysis 

For the comparative cost analysis between SS and tNGS we considered equipment costs 

(ABI 3500xl – Thermo Fisher and Illumina MiSeq - Illumina), equipment’s value 

depreciation (10% per year), equipment’s maintenance costs (10% per year of 

equipment’s market price), consumables (tips, tubes, plastics, etc), reagents and 

working time (working on bench and analysis). Two different scenarios were 

considered: 1) total costs that use the maximum capacity of kits and equipment (96 

samples/kit) and; 2) costs estimated under demand that was defined as 20 samples per 

month. Time to pay for the investments was considered 3 years (36 months). 

Results 

Optimization of MEN1 tNGS 

Initially, two Illumina kits (Illumina Inc, San Diego, CA) were used for the tNGS 

analysis: a) the MiSeq reagent kit V2 (15M reads, 250-250 paired-end sequencing) (run 

#1), and b) the MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit V2 (500 cycles; 2x 252 paired-end cycles) (run 

#2, #3 and #4). The first kit was shown to be clearly over-dimensioned to the defined 

objectives, which resulted in one false-negative result, as described below. Thus, MiSeq 

http://www.umd.be/HSF3/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/variation/tools/1000genomes/
http://exac.broadinstitute.org/
http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/


Reagent Nano Kit V2 was chosen as more appropriate for metric optimization and 

validation of the assay. 

Attempting to establish ideal run quality metrics, we considered a total of 124 

sequencing reactions generated from DNA samples of the 76 MEN1 patients from NGS 

runs #2 (52 samples), #3 (24 samples) and #4 (48 samples). The expected yield metrics 

for MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit V2 (500 cycles; 2x 252 paired-end cycles) are shown and 

compared with metrics obtained in runs #2 and #4, which validate MEN1 tNGS due to 

the high quality of yield metrics generated (Supplementary Table 2).  

Validation of MEN1 tNGS  

SS and tNGS assays were performed by different researchers in a double-blinded 

fashion, using the same DNA blood sample. The first tNGS analysis (run #1) included 

22 DNA samples matching the following eligibility criteria: 1) presence of irrefutable 

germline MEN1 mutation previously documented by SS in a typical MEN1 patient; 2) 

MEN1 mutations spread along the full coding sequence and intron-exon boundaries; 3) 

different mutation types, including missense, non-sense, in-frame, splicing and 

frameshift deletion/insertion. The 22 MEN1 mutations were located in exon 2 (5), exon 

3 (3), exon 7 (1), exon 8 (2), exon 9 (3), exon 10 (5), intron 3 (1), intron 5 (1) and intron 

5/exon 6 (1). The selected variants were frameshift deletions/insertions (11), missense 

(4), non-sense (3), splicing (3) and in-frame mutations (1). In the subset of cases with 

frameshift mutations, nine were due to insertions or deletions of one to four nucleotides. 

There were two larger frameshift deletions occurring in exon 10: c.1382_1404del23 

(p.E461Gfs*62) and c.1554_1578del25 (p.P519Efs*32). All patients had different 

MEN1 mutations, except for two cases with the same pathogenic variant 

(c.1546_1547insC, p.R516fs*15) (Table 1, main body of the manuscript). In blinded 



tests, the 22 previously analyzed DNA samples were reincluded at random along with 

samples from 54 other familial and sporadic MEN1 cases in subsequent runs. 

SS vs. tNGS 

Reproducibility 

Positive and negative predicted results obtained using tNGS and SS agreed in 100% of 

cases. Considering the identification of pathogenic variants, a complete reproducibility 

(100%) of replicated tNGS and SS results was observed, as all mutations identified 

were located in coding regions and intron-exon frontiers, regions usually also covered 

by SS (Table 1, main body of the manuscript). Moreover, there was complete 

reproducibility of tNGS and SS regarding non-pathogenic variants that were found in 

the same gene regions (Table 3, main body of the manuscript). 

Specificity 

In the preliminary run (#1) with MiSeq reagent kit V2, the specificity and robustness of 

the generated MEN1-targeted long-range PCR (amplicon of 7239 bp) were documented, 

as 90% of reads mapped to the target region (full MEN1 gene region). Only 10% of 

reads were mapped out of the target region (sequences aligned in other genome regions 

rejected during sequencing alignments with MEN1 gene reference). The specificity of 

MEN1 long range PCR was confirmed in subsequent runs. 

Combining the runs #2-4 and all variant types promptly called by the VCF file, tNGS 

precision, accuracy, analytic sensitivity and specificity were estimated, respectively, as 

99%, 100%, 100% (95% CI: 94-100%, kappa test, p<0.01) and 100% (95% CI: 82-

100%; p<0.01), when compared with SS. The mutation detection rate using tNGS was 

95% (57/60), as three gross deletions could not be detected, as expected. 

Repeatability 



Thirty-seven samples were sequenced two or three times, and the repeatability was 

100%. The presence of six recurrent MEN1 mutations (occurring from 2 to 10 times) 

identified in 25 cases further reinforced the complete NGS repeatability in the same and 

different runs (Table 1, main body of the manuscript). 

Read depth and coverage of the MEN1 gene 

Considering run #1, the average coverage of the full MEN1 gene was 100%, and the 

mean read depth was 253,000X±12,000. The lowest read depth occurred in CG-rich 

regions, especially at the beginning of exon 2 (Supplementary Figure 1). In this 

specific region (GRCh37/hg19 chr11: 64577079-64577674), mean read depth was 

15,000X±12,000, which is equivalent to a read depth 17-fold less than that comprising 

the full MEN1 gene (p<0.05). In this initial reaction, using the MiSeq reagent kit V2, 

tNGS results agreed with those of SS in 21 out of 22 samples (agreement of 95%), 

promptly called by the VCF file. The non-concordant sample had a frameshift deletion 

placed in an exon 2 CG-rich area, which was appropriately identified in Integrative 

Genome Viewer (Broad Institute), with a depth of 1364 reads (the mutated allele present 

in 18% of read sequences - 243 C-deleted reads /1121 normal reads), which resulted in 

the complete correspondence of variants found by both methods. In turn, in a double-

blinded fashion, the same variant was included in one of the three subsequent runs using 

MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit V2 and, it was promptly called by VCF file. Based on these 

data, we documented that the MiSeq reagent kit V2 was over-dimensioned to our 

objectives. In addition, we concluded that MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit V2 was more 

appropriate as no false-negative results were detected and all variant types were 

promptly called by VCF file. 

Combining runs #2 and #4, the average coverage of the full MEN1 gene was 98%, and 

the average read depth was 370X±230, whereas the average coverage of the MEN1 gene 



CDS of combined runs #2 and #4 was 99% and the average read depth was 398±240 

(Supplementary Table 2). With these metrics, all disease-causing mutations and non-

pathogenic variants were promptly called by the VCF file and adequately confirmed in 

Integrative Genome Viewer (Broad Institute) including those located at GC-rich areas, 

even when using the over-dimensioned MiSeq reagent kit V2. 

Cost analysis and time required to perform tNGS 

The long-range PCR enrichment reduced considerably the number of reactions needed 

to sequence the MEN1 gene by tNGS compared to SS (one PCR reaction and 

sequencing per patient vs. eight PCR reactions and 16 sequencing reactions per patient, 

respectively). Overall, the full MEN1 sequencing procedure using NGS platform took 

near 1/3 of the time necessary to make a complete SS process, even though the number 

of read and analyzed bases was higher (7239 bp by tNGS vs. 4106 bp read per patient 

by SS) (Supplementary Table 3). 

Cost comparison considered two scenarios: costs with use of the maximum capacity of 

the kit (hypothetical 96 patients per month) and costs under demand per month (20 

index cases per month). These hypothesized different scenarios revealed that tNGS is 

approximately 70% and 60% more cost-effective than SS (Supplementary Table 3). 

Discussion 

MEN1-targeted long-range PCR 

 “Targeting” NGS has two different strategies. First, only a targeted fraction of high-

throughput data generated by WGS or WES is used, although this approach has the 

drawback of omitting additional incidental results. Second, “targeting” is driven to a 

specific and selected reaction, as we performed using long-range PCR. The latter 

method has the advantage of not discarding secondary results, allowing us to apply and 

validate tNGS technology as a worthy tool for the genetic diagnosis of MEN1. 



The use of long-range PCR has been emphasized as an alternative enrichment method to 

the classical capture array to prepare libraries for NGS sequencing (1, 2). In our study, 

we used highly focused sequencing on a specific region of interest - the full open 

reading frame of MEN1 gene - by long-range PCR. 

PCR-based enrichment methods applied for NGS can ensure appropriate coverage and 

high specificity, reassuring increased clinical accuracy, as observed in our study (3). 

MEN1-targeted long-range PCR was possible with generation of a PCR amplicon sized 

7239 bp, avoiding fidelity risk and efficiency losses that have especially been observed 

with PCR amplicons longer than 10 kb (3). Long-range PCR also prevents the higher 

risk of differential amplification, generation of excessive amounts of non-specific 

amplicons and unequal sequencing of different exons/gene regions related to multiplex 

reactions, another NGS strategy of PCR-based enrichment (3). 

Selection of NGS platform 

Several advantages and disadvantages have been reported with different NGS platforms 

(3-5). Our choice was based on the general profile of each technology and intrinsic 

MEN1 characteristics, as frequency of mutation types and extension of GC-rich areas. 

Thus, the bench top MiSeq Illumina platform was selected due to its lower risk of errors 

and better identification of insertion/deletion (indel) sequences compared with other 

devices (3-5). In addition, it provides lower overall error rates and higher throughput 

associated with a lower cost per base (3-5). Different indel detection tools applied to 

NGS sequencing usually identify short indel variants (1-60 nucleotides) (6). 

Importantly, our tNGS approach was able to identify all indel sequences. We detected 

indel variants ranging from one to 25 deleted or inserted nucleotides, although most 

indel mutations were less than 10 bp in length (Table 1, main body of the 

manuscript). 



In contrast, the MiSeq platform may lead to an increased risk of reading errors in GC-

rich areas (3-5). In MEN1, the main GC-rich areas are located at exon 2 (70% GC) and 

intron 7 (58% GC) (Supplementary Figure 1). Despite the lower average read depth 

observed in these regions, this event did not preclude accurate mutation identification in 

both gene regions. Thus, full knowledge of GC-rich areas along the MEN1 gene is 

worthwhile and a careful analysis of these areas is mandatory to avoid missing 

mutations (7). Before pipelines and procedures have been extensively evaluated, the 

results should be confirmed by SS or other methods (8). 

Based on our findings the MiSeq Reagent Nano Kit V2 allowed us to obtain 100% 

coverage, avoiding the need to still apply Integrative Genome Viewer to complete the 

analysis, which makes the procedure much faster. 

Cost-effectiveness of tNGS and optimal yield metrics 

We verified that high-throughput MEN1 targeted NGS is a less time-consuming and less 

expensive genetic method than low-throughput SS, as reported by others to other 

conditions (3-5). 

The targeting using long-range PCR reinforced the better cost-effectiveness of NGS, as 

one primer pair was sufficient to amplify the full MEN1 gene. 

Considering the 96 samples defined to Illumina’s double-indexing kit, the estimated 

cost using NGS method is 70% lesser than SS. Based on the demand of 20 samples per 

month, NGS may cost 60% less. Such characteristics reveal that one key point of NGS 

is demand. Consequently, a higher number of studied patients may dilute costs of 

reagent kit and platform, amplifying cost differences between NGS and SS. Finally, 

different patient’s DNA samples enriched by long-range PCR targeting different genes 

may potentially be included in a same run. 



In sequencing by synthesis (SBS), it is necessary to establish the ideal value of 

clusterization in the flowcell to optimize the number of patients per NGS run 

minimizing cost. We reached robust results when maximum clusterization value was 

620Kclusters/mm² associated with approximate number of 50 samples in each run. 

The tNGS runs generated enough data to define optimal yield metrics securing 

confident results associated with maximum flowcell capacity. This perfect scenario of 

yield could further decrease costs. In cost analysis, it should be also considered the 

expected rate of data losses in NGS runs, as estimated in 70% in our study. Data losses 

occur due to failure in index/barcode ligation process or the presence of PCRs 

duplicates. 

The enrichment method by long-range PCR and transposase fragmentation generated an 

average read depth with high standard deviation, especially due to GC rich areas. Thus, 

the minimum read depth configuring robust results (at least 10 reads per base) need to 

be considered (9). In our study, 90-95% of bases were read at least 10 times (runs #1, #2 

and #4) as recommended (9). 

Worthwhile, the cost evaluation we performed may largely vary depending on several 

factors. Thus, the approximate values here presented should be adapted to each specific 

case.  
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